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Abstract—In this paper, we present a method of applying
Independent Topic Analysis (ITA) to increasing the number of
document data. The number of document data has been increasing
since the spread of the Internet. ITA was presented as one method
to analyze the document data. ITA is a method for extracting the
independent topics from the document data by using the Independent
Component Analysis (ICA). ICA is a technique in the signal
processing; however, it is difficult to apply the ITA to increasing
number of document data. Because ITA must use the all document
data so temporal and spatial cost is very high. Therefore, we
present Incremental ITA which extracts the independent topics from
increasing number of document data. Incremental ITA is a method
of updating the independent topics when the document data is added
after extracted the independent topics from a just previous the data.
In addition, Incremental ITA updates the independent topics when the
document data is added. And we show the result applied Incremental
ITA to benchmark datasets.

Keywords—Text mining, topic extraction, independent,
incremental, independent component analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

THERE are a lot of studies of topic extraction from

a large amount of document data. In this paper, we

focus on topic extraction which is one of the challenges

of text mining. The topic is the information represented by

a co-occurrence of words between the large numbers of

documents. As a method of topic extraction, there are a lot

of studies of topic model such as PLSA (Probabilistic Latent

Semantic Analysis) [15] proposed by Hofmann et al. and LDA

(Latent Dirichlet Allocation) [8] proposed by Blei et al. The

topic model is a method of extracting the topic focusing on

probabilistic generative model [9]. The topic model generates

the model between the document, word and topic. The topic

is latent variable in the topic model. Moreover, the topic

model represents the bias of the topic with the document by

defining the distribution of the topic for each document. In

many of the topic model, a document is represented as the bag

of its words (bag-of-words), disregarding grammar and even

word order but keeping multiplicity. In the bag-of-words, it

commonly used the frequency of the words or tf-idf [22]. It is

possible to represent the probability model of the relationship

between the document, the word and the topic by using

the topic model. However, the PLSA and the LDA is not

focus on the relation between topics as correlation relationship

or independence. On the other hand, LSI (Latent Semantic

Indexing) [12] and ITA (Independent Topic Analysis) [25]

focus on the relation between topics. LSI is able to extract
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the topic as large variance of the word or the document. It is

possible to extract the topic without the correlation relationship

between each topic by using LSI. The topic without the

correlation relationship between each topic shows that there

is no linear relationship such as a topic increase as well

as another topic increase. ITA is able to extract the highly

independent topic by using ICA (Independent Component

Analysis) [17]. ICA is a computational method for separating

a multivariate signal into additive subcomponents in signal

processing. There are the service by using ITA: IT-DMS

(Independent Topic-based Document Management System)

[26], expanded IT-DMS [29]. The highly independent topic

shows the mutual information [10] between each topic is small

topic. It is easy to make document summarization with a large

of information by extracting highly independent topic. The

independent topic contains the topic without the correlation

relationship. In other words, the independent topic is not equal

to the topic without the correlation relationship. Note that

when the topic in the document is normal distribution, the

independent topic is equal to the topic without the correlation

relationship. However, the topic in actual document data is

not necessarily the normal distribution. Thus, it is necessary

to extract the independent topic for extracting the topic which

is small mutual information.

In this paper, we describe the ITA which is topic extraction

method focusing on the independence of the topics. However,

ITA extracts the independent topics using all document data.

Therefore, ITA apply to the increasing number of document

data is a hard because temporal and spatial cost is large. So

it is difficult that ITA extract the independent topics from

increasing the number of document data. In this study, we

propose a method to resolve the problem. We refer to the

proposed method as Incremental ITA. Incremental ITA can

extract the independent topics from increasing the number of

document data.

In the following sections, we introduce the related works

of topic extraction with user constraints and constrained

clustering in Section II, and we introduce the ITA (Independent

Topic Analysis) in Section III. In Section IV, we describe

the presented concept and ITA with the user constraints. In

Sections V and VI, we show the experimental setup and

experimental result. Finally in Section VII, we describe the

conclusion and future works.

II. RELATED WORKS

In this section, we introduce the related work of the

topic extraction from the increasing data. Furthermore, we

introduce the methods of applying the increasing data to

PCA (Principal Component Analysis) or ICA (Independent

Component Analysis).
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As adapting the increasing data to topic model, several

methods have been proposed [5]. For example, Neal et al.

proposed Online vMF [20]. The vMF is a mixure model

that uses von Mises-Fisher distribution as the components.

In the mixture of von Mises-Fisher distributions model, a

document is represented as an unit vector that is simply the

L2 normalized version of the tf-idf vector corresponding to the

document. Thus, all documents lie on the surface of the unit

hypersphere [5]. Banerjee et al. focus on the spherical kmeans

algorithm, which is a popular special case of the general vMF

model, and proposed a version that is fully online. If the

vMF model was given the new document, the parameters of

the model need to be updated based on the new document.

While there are several choices of doing such an update, the

online vMF chooses a simple approach of only updating the

parameters of the mixture component to which the current

document got assigned to.

As the other example, there is an EDCM to an extension

of DCM [5]. The DCM (Dirichlet Compound Multinomial)

model is not an exponential family distribution, so the

simple recursive update is not appropriate for the mixture

of DCM model [13], [19]. In fact, the EDCM model is an

exponential family approximation of the DCM. EDCM is

actually not an exponential family model since the cumulant

function has not been determined exactly [4], [3]. EDCM was

resorted to a more explicit windowed update. If the existing

mixture of EDCM models were given the new document,

compute the probability of assigning the document to the

most likely components from the existing model components.

After assigning the document to the most likely component,

EDCM update the component parameters. The parameter of

the EDCM components are updated as a moving average of the

new estimated parameters and the existing parameter values

over the sliding window. Moreover, Song et al. proposed

incremental LDA [28]. In the incremental LDA, batch LDA

is initially run on a small window of the incoming data

stream and the LDA parameters are initialized using the MAP

estimates. This parameter updates with every new incoming

document. And the estimated topic assignments depend only

on the accumulated counts and the word in the current

document. Incremental PLSA [11] and Online PLSA [6]

was an expanded the PLSA. Consequently, there has been

a lot of study about the topic model with increasing data.

On the other hand, several incremental principal component

analysis (IPCA) algorithm has been proposed [14], [21], [23].

Weng et al. proposed a fast IPCA algorithm, called candid

covariance-free IPCA (CCIPCA) [30]. Principal component

analysis is a well-known technique [27]. CCIPCA based on the

amnesic average technique which is also used to dynamically

determine the retaining rate of the old and new data, instead of

a fixed learning rate. In addition, an extension of the ICA, such

as online ICA [24] and recursive ICA [1] has been proposed.

These methods were a method of both using the information

maximization (Infomax) [7], [2] algorithm. However, we focus

on the independent topic analysis which used the kurtosis

estimation modifications. Futhermore, there is a little study

on how to deal with increasing data to ITA. We propose a

method of extracting the independent topic from document

data which is increasing. In this paper, we propose the

Incremental Independent Topic Analysis (Incremental ITA).

This method is able to extract the independent topics form

increasing document data.

III. ITA: INDEPENDENT TOPIC ANALYSIS

In this section, we introduce the Independent Topic Analysis

(ITA) [26]. This method extract to topics from the document

data by Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [17]. In the

followings that a small letter expresses scalar, a bold small

letter expresses vector, and a bold capital letter expresses

matrices. As common variables, t ∈ {1, . . . , k} express topic

variables, d ∈ {1, . . . , n} express document variables, and

w ∈ {1, . . . ,m} express word variables.

Firstly, we describe the concepts of ITA. Matrices V
have m rows and k columns, which called “importance of

the word w in the topic t”. And vector vt represent the

t-th columns of vector of matrices V. The vector vt is

(v1,t, . . . , vm,t)
T. Vector vT

w represent the transposition of

the w-th rows of vector of matrices V. The vector vw is

(vw,1, . . . , vw,k). Matrices U have n rows and k columns,

which called “importance of the document d in the topic t”.

And vector ut represent the t-th columns of vector of matrices

U. The vector ut is (u1,t, . . . , un,t)
T. Vector uT

d represent

the transposition of the d-th rows of vector of matrices U.

The vector uT
d is (ud,1, . . . , ud,k). In the same way, matrices

A have n rows and m columns, which called “frequency of

word w in a document d”. And aw represent the w-th columns

of vector of matrices A. The vector aw is (a1,w, . . . , an,w)
T.

aTd represent the transposition of the d-th rows of vector of

matrices A. The vector aTd is (ad,1, . . . , ad,m). So, we define

the matrices V, U, and A as:

V =

⎛
⎜⎝

v1,1 · · · v1,k
...

. . .
...

vm,1 · · · vm,k

⎞
⎟⎠ , U =

⎛
⎜⎝

u1,1 · · · u1,k

...
. . .

...

un,1 · · · un,k

⎞
⎟⎠

A =

⎛
⎜⎝

a1,1 · · · a1,m
...

. . .
...

an,1 · · · an,m

⎞
⎟⎠

We use the kurtosis of fourth moment of the standard

score as the measure of topic of independence. We define the

measure of topic of independence as:

m∑
w

(
v4w,tP (w)

)− 3

(
m∑
w

v2w,tP (w)

)2

where vw,t is component of w-th rows and t-th columns of

the matrix V. And P (w) is defined as:

P (w) ≡
∑n

d ad,w∑n,m
d,w ad,w

where ad,w is component of d-th rows and w-th columns of

the matrix A. When this measure is large, many components

of matrix V and U become 0 value. So it is possible to express

the topic only in a small number of words and documents.
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Secondly, we describe the algorithm of ITA. ITA is

formulated as an optimization problem as:

max
R

imize

∣∣∣∣∣
k∑
t

{
m∑
w

(
(VR).4P (w)

) −

3

(
m∑
w

(VR).2P (w)

)2
⎫⎬
⎭
∣∣∣∣∣∣

subject to RTR = 1, ‖R‖ = 1

where (VR).4 is fourth power of each component of the

matrix VR. In follow, we show algorithm of ITA. In this

method, the number of topics k is random variable.

1) Get the matrix A. And using by [16], we normalize the

A to make Ã.

2) Performs a singular value decomposition of the matrix

Ã, such that ÛTÃV̂ = Ŝ. Where Ŝ is a diagonal matrix

of singular values.

3) Extrac the matrix U, S and V from the matrix Û, Ŝ
and V̂. Extracted by k components in descending order

of the value of the matrix Ŝ.

4) The matrix X of the topic in the k-dimensional space

is defined as follows.

X = S−1/2UTÃ

5) Independence maximization between each topic:

calculate the rotation matrix R of the maximum

independence based on FPIC as:

a) Initialize the R to k × k zero matrix.

R = 0

b) Substitute t-th column vector of the R to

t-th column vector et of identity matrix I =
(e1, e2, . . . , ek)

rt = et

c) Initialize the r(old) to k × 1 zero vector.

r(old) = (0, 0, . . . , 0)T

d) Update the rt as:

r(old) = rt, rt = X(XTrt).
3 − 3rt

rt = rt −RRTrt, rt = rt/‖rt‖
where (XTrt).

3 is cube of components of the

XTrt.
e) If r is convergence under the same conditions as

FPICA [16], go to Step (5f). Otherwise go to Step

(5d).

f) If t < k, increasing one t and go to Step (5b). If

t = k, go to Step (6).

6) Calculate the ∗V and the ∗U as follows.

∗V = VR, ∗U = UR

Thus, it is possible to extract highly independent topics, such

as shown in Fig. 1. We apply ITA to Los Angeles Times (LA

Fig. 1 The image of ITA

TABLE I
THE IMPORTANT WORDS OF THE EXTRACTED 6 TOPICS BY APPLYING

ITA TO LA TIMES

No. important words of each topic
topics w = 1 w = 2 w = 3 w = 4 w = 5
1 scor game lead quarter rebound
2 soviet afghanistan israel foreign militari
3 aleen macmin art entertain report
4 bush polic budget senat tower
5 million earn bank quarter billion
6 polic counti offic orang citi

Times) data as benchmark data. In Table I, it is shown that the

important words of extracted 6 topics by applying ITA to LA

Times. The important words which are the word with the large

value of vw,t. In Table I, we think that the topic 1 indicates

“Soccer”, the topic 2 indicates “Foreign”, the topic 3 indicates

“Entertainment”, the topic 4 indicates “President”, the topic 5
indicates “Finance” and the topic 6 indicates “Los Angeles”.

However, it is difficult that ITA extract the independent topics

from the increasing number of document data. Because ITA

extracts the independent topics using all current document data

as Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, firstly we apply the ITA to the current

document data A. Secondly we re-apply the ITA to the all

current document data A+B. When the adding the document

data, we re-apply the ITA to the all current document data. So

applying ITA to the increasing number of document data is

a hard because temporal and spatial cost is large. Therefore,

we propose a method of applying ITA when the number of

document data is increasing. In Section IV, we describe the

method of applying ITA to increasing the number of document

data.

IV. INCREMENTAL ITA: INCREMENTAL INDEPENDENT

TOPIC ANALYSIS

In this section, we describe the method of applying ITA

to increasing the number of document data. We refer to the

proposed method as Incremental ITA.

We explain the concepts of Incremental ITA. First step,

Incremental ITA extracts the independent topics from a

current document data. Next step, Incremental ITA updates

the extracted independent topics every time data is added.
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Fig. 2 The issue of ITA

There two steps are repeated.

We describe the algorithm of Incremental ITA as:

1) Extract the k independent topics from a current

document data using the ITA.

2) Select the k independent topics.

3) Select the k data which have the maximum of absolute

value of U in each topics.

4) Combine a new document data and the data of the Step

2, 3.

• A number of new document data is fewer than the

data of Step 1.

5) Update the k independent topics from the data of Step

4 using the ITA.

• The initial matrix of R is to use the matrix

calculated in Step 1.

6) Extracted the new independent topics after adding the

data.

When the data is added, it is possible to extract the new

independent topic by repeating this step 6 from step 2. We

show the image of IITA in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 3, firstly we apply the ITA to the document data.

Secondly, we apply the Incremental ITA to the independent

topic and adding document data. When the adding the

document data, we re-apply the Incremental ITA to the

independent topic and adding document data.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP AND EVALUATION METRICS

In this section, we apply Incremental ITA to the benchmark

dataset as follows. We used three benchmark dataset as:

• Los Angeles Times (LA Times) [31], [32]: the number

of document × words is 6279× 31472
• DAILY KOS blog (KOS blog) [18]: the number of

document × words is 3430× 6906

In incremental ITA, the number of data of the first step

to use the 50%, 70% and 90% of the total documents. The

Fig. 3 The image of IITA

TABLE II
THE NUMBER OF DOCUMENT DATA TO BE USED IN THE FIRST STEP

percentage 50% 70% 90%
LA Times 3139 4395 5651
KOS blog 1715 2401 3087

number of data to add was 100. Table II shows the number of

document data to be used in the first step. And the number of

topics is fixed in 6.

The present experiments investigated whether: the

independent topic by Incremental ITA was the same as the

topic when using all document data. We used the absolute

value of the cosine between the two topics for evaluation as:

|Cosij | =
∣∣∣∣∣∣

vT
i · vj√

(vT
i vi)(vT

j vj)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
where vi and vj are the vector of importance of the each word

in the topic i and topic j. When this value will be large, the

topic i and topic j have the similar contents.

In the experiments, we calculate the cosine of the

independent topic by Incremental ITA and the topic when

using all document data. It is evaluated by the sum of this

absolute value. If this value was large, these topics could show

the similar topics. Furthermore, the maximum value of this

value is 6 since the number of topics is fixed in 6. Thus, when

this value is 6, the independent topic by Incremental ITA and

the topic when using all document data are the same topic. We

aim that this value is a large after repeating the incremental

step.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we show the experimental results of applying

Incremental ITA to the benchmark data, and we discuss it.

In the experiment, we firstly choose the 50% , 70% and

90% of the benchmark data at random. Secondly, we extract

the independent topic from the data. Thirdly, we update the

independent topic after adding the 100 data.
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Fig. 4 Applying Incremantal ITA (50%) to LA Times; The absolute value of
cosine and the number of times adding the data

Fig. 5 Applying Incremantal ITA (70%) to LA Times; The absolute value of
cosine and the number of times adding the data

We compare the extracted independent topics by

Incremental ITA and the extracted independent topics

by ITA from all data.

First, we show the result of Incremental ITA apply to LA

Times. In Figs. 4-6, we show the absolute value of the total of

cosine between two methods. This values indicates an average

of 5 times. In these figures, they are shown the result of

applying the Incremental ITA to the LA Times. In these

figures, the horizontal axis shows the number of times adding

the data and the vertical axis shows the absolute value of

the cosine of an independent topic extracted by ITA. In these

figure, they show that all cases have become a large value after

adding the data. In particular, they show that it will be the large

value in case of 70% and 90%. On the other hand, in case of

50%, the values are unstable because that depends on the initial

data. LA Times has some of the independent topics, but the

number of document in that topic is not equality. Therefore,

its result very depends on the first document to be selected.

We consider that the Incremental ITA is directed to the data

which have approximately the same number of document in

each topic.

Secondly, we show the result of Incremental ITA apply

to KOS bolg. Figs. 7-9 show the result of applying the

Incremental ITA to the KOS Blog. This value indicates an

Fig. 6 Applying Incremantal ITA (90%) to LA Times; The absolute value of
cosine and the number of times adding the data

Fig. 7 Applying Incremantal ITA (50%) to KOS Blog; The absolute value
of cosine and the number of times adding the data

average of 5 times. We compare the extracted independent

topics by Incremental ITA and the extracted independent topics

by ITA from all data. These figures show the result of applying

the Incremental ITA to the KOS bolg. These figures show that

some cases have become a large value after adding the data. In

particular, they show that it will be the large value in case of

50% and 70%. On the other hand, in case of 90%, the values

are unstable because the influence of added data immediately

before the Incremental ITA step. KOS blog is small scale of the

data than the LA Times. When Incremental ITA uses the 90%
of the KOS blog, it extracted the same topics used by all data.

And when adding the data, extracted the independent topic

is largely affected by the added data immediately. Therefore,

Incremental ITA results depend on added data immediately

before update step of Incremental ITA algorithm. We consider

that Incremental ITA is directed to a large number of data.

Next we show a result of the important words of LA Times.

We represent the details of the results of the Incremental ITA

which applied to LA Times. In Table III, it is shown that

the important words applying Incremental ITA of 1st time

used 90%. When comparing Tables III and I, we think that

the topic 1 and the topic 3 are exactly the same topic. And

we think that the topic 2, the topic 5 and the topic 6 are

almost the same topic. Moreover, we can understand that the
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Fig. 8 Applying Incremantal ITA (70%) to KOS Blog; The absolute value
of cosine and the number of times adding the data

Fig. 9 Applying Incremantal ITA (90%) to KOS Blog; The absolute value
of cosine and the number of times adding the data

topic 4 include “game” and “team” are the word representing

the “Soccer”. However, the topic 4 indicates “President” in

Table I. Moreover, in Table IV, it is shown the important

words applying Incremental ITA of 8th time used 90%. Firstly,

we compare Table IV to Table I. We can understand that

Incremental ITA can extract the independent topics which

are almost the same as the topic of Table I. Secondly we

compare Table IV to Table III. In Table III, “game” and

“team” are contained in the topic 4 as “President” topic. On

the other hand, “game” and “team” are not included in the

topic 4 of Table IV. In Table IV, we can understand that

the topic 4 indicates “President”. This result is almost the

same as Table I. We show that the extracted independent

topics by Incremental ITA after adding the data approach

to the independent topics by ITA. In these experimental

results, extracted the independent topics by Incremental ITA

are almost the same the independent topics by ITA, they show

that Incremental ITA is directed to a large number of data and

directed to the data which have much the same number of

document in each topic.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented Incremental IT). This method

was to solve one of the problems of the ITA. The problem

TABLE III
THE IMPORTANT WORDS OF THE EXTRACTED 6 TOPICS BY APPLYING

INCREMENTAL ITA OF 1ST TIME USED 90% TO LA TIMES

No. important words of each topic
topics w = 1 w = 2 w = 3 w = 4 w = 5
1 scor game lead quarter rebound
2 soviet afghanistan israel foreign govern
3 aleen macmin art entertain report
4 bush budget game counti team
5 million earn quarter compani rose
6 polic bush counti car arrest

TABLE IV
THE IMPORTANT WORDS OF THE EXTRACTED 6 TOPICS BY APPLYING

INCREMENTAL ITA OF 8TH TIMES USED 90% TO LA TIMES

No. important words of each topic
topics w = 1 w = 2 w = 3 w = 4 w = 5
1 scor game lead quarter rebound
2 soviet afghanistan israel foreign afghan
3 aleen macmin art entertain report
4 bush polic budget reagan presid
5 million earn quarter bank compani
6 polic counti orang offic citi

is that it is difficult to extract the independent topic from

increasing number of document data by ITA. The Incremental

ITA is able to the increasing number of document data.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method as

Incremental ITA, we implemented and tested them in Matlab.

We applied IITA to benchmark data. These experimental

results show the new topics extracted by Incremental ITA is

able to the increasing number of document data. Moreover,

Incremental ITA is directed to a large number of data which

have much the same number of document in each topic.

For our future works, we plan the following. First, it is

necessary to apply other large benchmark data. Second, we

want to theoretical proof of the convergence of the topic

extracted by Incremental ITA.
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